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Abstract. Future work environments will offer technical applications to manage
increasing amounts of information for organizations, teams, and individuals. In
this context, psychological concepts of intentional forgetting (IF) can be applied
to improve the performance of work systems or to extend the cognitive capacities
of humans in technical systems. Different IF mechanisms have been suggested
for assisting technology-aided IF, such as: (1) filtering of irrelevant or distressful
information (e.g., by suppressing, deleting, or selecting), (2) delegating tasks
from human to digital agents, changing roles, and reorganizing socio-digital work
systems, or (3) systematic (re-)placement of retrieval cues or triggers to generate
or suppress behavior. Due to these different underlying IF mechanisms, the implementation of IF at the individual, team, and organizational level will differ
substantially between work areas or systems. In order to gain a better understanding of how socio-digital applications of IF impact human behavior and reactions,
it is necessary to differentiate between relevant characteristics of socio-digital IF
systems and gain an understanding of how these characteristics impact users’ attitudes and performance. Thus, the present paper aims to classify and compare
these characteristics of different applications of IF and introduces variables and
methods to study psychological effects on users’ behavior, experience, and affective reactions.
Keywords: Intentional Forgetting, cognitive capacity, transactive memory systems, unlearning of routines, user experience.
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1

Intentional Forgetting in Socio-Digital Work Systems.
Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives

Through the adaptive function of "goal-directed” or “intentional forgetting" (IF), humans can process large amounts of information and delete, overwrite, suppress, or sort
out information that is no longer relevant [1]. In times of increasing amounts of information, this evolutionary success concept can be implemented in socio-digital systems
of organizations in order to support employees in their work processes and to make
technical systems work effectively and efficiently. Applications of psychological concepts of human IF in socio-digital work systems are diverse [2]. They range from individual user systems (e.g., assistance systems for selective information transfer), to collective work systems with human and digital agents, and organizational applications of
IF [3]. Despite these various fields of application, a systematic comparison of the conceptual IF approaches is still lacking. What are the core mechanisms of IF implemented
in such systems? What are the specific characteristics of technical implementations that
human users have to deal with when using such systems? The comparability of different
socio-digital IF systems is of great importance for theoretical, as well as for application
and work-design oriented questions. In this vein, this paper distinguishes mechanism
of IF into three general categories: filtering, delegating, and (re-)placement. Also, specific system characteristics are identified to further describe and compare the applications. From the perspective of industrial and organizational psychology, IF system characteristics must be designed to meet both, the technical challenges as well as the users’
needs. Thus, the paper reflects psychologically relevant variables that might be affected
by IF systems, such as human behavior, affective reactions, and the users’ willingness
to use the technology [4]. In the second part of the paper, six applications of IF are
introduced. The aim is to demonstrate applications of theoretical IF concepts.
Additionally, the concept of a comparative study which integrates several research projects on IF will be presented. This approach enables researchers to systematically investigate the effects of differing IF system characteristics on psychological experiences
and behavior. The paper concludes with a reflection of further research perspectives for
studying and comparing IF systems.

2

Classification of IF Mechanisms and System
Characteristics. Effects on User Reactions in SocioDigital Work Systems

Psychological concepts of IF derive from various fields of psychology, in particular,
cognitive sciences as well as team and organizational research [2]. In the field of cognitive science, the concept of IF can be traced back to the seminal work of Golding and
MacLeod [5] with contributions on intended and unintended forgetting within individual memory [6]. Intended forgetting is considered a goal-directed process in reaction to
an explicit or implicit cue. Unintended forgetting is associated with inhibition or suppression of information in memory [6] (for reviews and historical perspectives, see [7,
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8]). Besides the individual cognitive perspective, IF can also be transferred to the team
and organizational level. Within each field of research, specific theoretical concepts
and terminologies are applied [2]. In order to provide a simple terminological framework for these different approaches, we differentiate the existing theoretical concepts
into three categories: filtering, delegating, and (re-)placement (see also table 1). Within
these categories, we distinguish application systems of IF that support the user in dealing with increasing amounts of information by applying theoretical concepts of IF. Differences can be found in the target variables and mechanisms of IF. Although all concepts aim at forgetting knowledge elements, targets and approaches are very different.
This variety makes it possible to install very different application systems in sociodigital work systems in order to support users in their knowledge work.
Filtering. Filtering-based IF describes the process of organizing and presenting information according to its relevance for current tasks. Digital assistance systems reach
this goal by hiding, suppressing, or deleting irrelevant and by highlighting relevant information. The digital systems can be based on different theoretical concepts of psychological forgetting, such as interference and retrieval theory [9] or theories of IF [7].
Specific applications of filtering are: “Semantic Desktop” that presents specific
contents according to their current relevance (see project “Managed Forgetting”,
chapter 3.1); “Cognitive Companion”, a system that helps users to decide which files
can be archived or deleted and thereby get rid of irrelevant digital information (see
project Dare2Del, chapter 3.2), or a computer-based decision support system (DSS)
that presents information relevant for a concrete decision and thus triggers directed
forgetting of stored background information (see “Trustful Forgetting” approach,
chapter 3.3).
Delegating. This IF mechanism focuses on the distribution of knowledge or roles
within groups. IF, for instance, can be implemented by redistributing expert knowledge
or roles between humans and software agents. By delegating knowledge or roles, the
individual is no longer required to store the delegated information. The redistribution
of knowledge as an IF mechanism relates to theories of team cognition [10], and, more
specifically, to so-called transactive memory systems. In these systems, individual experts hold specific divergent knowledge. Team members can access this knowledge by
knowing who knows what [11, 12]. Transferring the concept of transactive memory
systems, IF represents the reorganization of knowledge distribution in teamsm, which
leads to an expansion of team members’ individual storage capacity [2]. Specific applications of delegating are collaborative work systems of human and digital agents with
distributed knowledge, tasks, and roles. This can increase cognitive capacities and support forgetting (see project “AdaptPRO”, chapter 3.4).
(Re-) placement. Routines which are no longer relevant to a task can be replaced by
the “installation” of new routines. Theoretically, the mechanism of (re-)placement is
associated with the term unlearning [13, 14] in the sense of discarding and replacing
old routines [15]. Specific applications of (re-)placement are found in intensive multiactor production routines. In some applications of IF, recall of certain organizational
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memory items is impeded, by deliberately eliminating retrieval cues that are associated
with the to-be-forgotten routine (see the project “Intentional Forgetting, routines, and
retrieval cues”; chapter 3.5). Other applications use assistance systems that support the
replacement of undesirable work-related habits (see the project “Intentional Forgetting
of Everyday Work Behavior”; chapter 3.6).

5

Table 1. IF mechanisms, theoretical foundation, and technical solutions in project
examples.
IF mechanisms in socio-digital systems
Targets of IF

Technical
context of IF

Theoretical
foundations
of IF
Project examples

Characteristics of socio
digital IF systems
User reactions

Filtering
Suppressing/archiving/deleting/selecting
of irrelevant/relevant
information, symbols,
etc.
Support of human information processing
through technical assistance systems, e.g.,
desktop symbols
─ intentional forgetting [7]

Delegating
Distributing expert
knowledge or roles of
an agent within group
work

(Re-)placement
Established behavioral
routines and habits are
unlearned

Digital software agents
as part of a work-group

Technical systems provide cues to unlearn
routines and to replace
undesirable habits by
more desirable ones
─ unlearning of routines [15]
─ habit change

─ Managed forgetting
[17]
─ Dare2Del [18]
─ Trustful Forgetting
[19]

─ AdaptPRO [20]

─
─
─
─
─

─ team cognition /
transactive memory
systems [16]

─ Intentional Forgetting, Routines &
Retrieval Cues [21]
─ Intentional Forgetting of Everyday
Work Behavior [22]

Voluntariness of system use
Level of Automation / Adaptability
External versus internal triggers of IF
Individual, team, and organizational level of IF
Understanding of system IF

Forgetting effects: e.g., release of cognitive capacities, unlearned routines,
low errors etc. [4]
Further effects of IF systems on users
─ behavior: intention of using the system, perceived benefit [4]
─ cognitive: trust in technical system [23]
─ affective: techno stress [24], satisfaction [4], affective trust, well-being
[24]

Differentiating IF mechanisms of filtering, delegating, and (re-)placement makes it
possible to examine and compare the forgetting effects on cognitive capacities or user
performance. These key dependent variables of IF are operationalized in several ways.
For instance, users’ information load can be decreased or the effectiveness of learning
new routines can be increased by intentionally forgetting old ones [4]. From a psychological perspective, however, there are further individual effects to be considered, when
introducing a digital IF system at work. Behavioral, cognitive, and affective reactions
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of users may determine, whether an IF system can be applied successfully at the workplace. From technology acceptance research it is known, that the setup of technology
can influence user behavior or perceived usefulness of the technology (technology acceptance model, TAM, [4], Unified Theory of Acceptance, UTAUT [25]). Research on
human-automation-interaction (HAI) shows that technology characteristics are
associated with performance and affective reactions (e.g., errors, threat, stress, satisfaction) [24]. The system setup can also influence users cognitive reactions towards the
technology, such as vigilance or the degree of trust users have in the system [23, 26].
These findings can further be transferred in order to evaluate effects of IF systems on
users in socio-digital workplaces. In order to systematically analyze direct or moderating influences of IF systems on user behavior, as well as cognitive and affective experiences, it is necessary to differentiate the characteristics of the IF systems. It should be
noted that these characteristics are not exhaustive, but represent only a sample that is
of particular interest to the projects presented here (see discussion for further perspectives).
Voluntariness. Originally proposed as part of the TAM3, voluntariness describes the
„extend to which potential adopters perceive the adoption decision as not-mandatory“
[27]. In the context of IF systems, this raises the question of whether individual users
have the choice to use the system voluntarily. An example of a voluntary use could be
the placement of cues within the software for guidance. The user then has the choice to
either make use of the cues or to ignore them. UTAUT identifies voluntariness as one
of four moderators (i.e., age, gender, experience, and voluntariness) that are related to
behavioral intentions to use a technical system in organizational contexts [25]. For IF
systems, a high degree of voluntariness should facilitate the experience of user control
and thus increase the intention to use the system.
Level of IF-Autonomy (LOA). Systems can differ in their degree to which the user
can influence the IF system’s information or task processing settings. Taken from HAIresearch [28], this characteristic describes the degree of autonomy of an IF system.
Thus, LOA also indicates the extent to which the user is able to manually intervene.
With a high IF autonomy, the filtering of information, the delegation of decisions, or
the setting of cues take place with no human intervention or adjustment possibilities.
For example, DSS may differ in the level of autonomy at which they support users.
With full autonomy (level 10) DSS would generate and execute decisions themselves.
By reducing processing requirements of the user, this also leads to a high capacity reduction (forgetting) for the user. At the medium level, the IF system of a DSS would
allow the user to veto actions before executing them. On low levels, the system offers
a set of decision alternatives. The LOA not only effects forgetting in terms of workload
and cognitive capacity, but it also has a large impact on performance in routine versus
out-of-loop situations [26].
Moreover, LOA is associated with affective reactions such as system trust [26].
When users perceive the LOA as helpful with appropriate degrees of control in certain
situations, it results in higher system trust. Thus, another facet of LOA relates to its
adaptability. LOA modes may be fixed or adjustable (e.g., defined by the user). Users
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report higher trust in automation that provides some level of control (i.e., the user has
the authority over system function allocation, [26]). For research on effects of IF systems, LOA and its adaptability are relevant characteristics for predicting user reactions.
Trigger of IF. When humans forget, the forgetting process is, most often, internally
triggered. Intentions, processes, and subsequent behavior are initiated and executed by
the individual [6]. The described IF systems differ in the sense that in some systems
forgetting is triggered internally (e.g., system adaptations based on user behavior),
while others are triggered externally (e.g., when forgetting through delegation is implemented by management). We assume that internal triggers are more coherent with individual behaviors and lead to higher levels of system trust and satisfaction.
Level of IF. Forgetting systems can differ in their level of implementation, such as
individual level [29], group level [30], or organizational level [3]. Although the focal
phenomenon is individual technology acceptance and use, it is necessary to differentiate the effects on a meso level [25]. The implementation of IF systems at the team and
organizational level also involves group level coordination, cooperation, and communication processes [31], as well as social dynamics. Therefore, the IF system’s effects
on behavior, cognition, and affect may differ from IF systems applied at the individual
level.
Understanding IF. Both, models of usability [25] and HAI [26] underline the importance of user experience or understanding. User understanding and overall transparency of the underlying mechanisms, goals, and implemented IF processes are therefore
important characteristics of IF systems. In line with the literature, it can be assumed
that understanding IF characteristics will increase performance expectancy and thus
increase overall acceptance, intention to use [25], as well as system trust [26].
The characteristics presented are only a limited selection of possible factors influencing the experience and behavior of IF system users. Comprehensive overviews of
system characteristics can be found at [25] and [26]. In the following section, applications of IF systems will be presented, and the approaches of comparing user reactions
will be illustrated.

3

Examples of Applications and Comparative Studies on
IF in Socio-Digital Work Systems

We argued that IF systems have to be differentiated concerning (1) the mechanisms of
IF and (2) the characteristics of the IF system. Furthermore, we pointed out that the
described mechanisms and characteristics can lead to different cognitive, affective, and
behavioral user reactions. Thus far, when studying IF systems, studies mainly look at
software solutions in specific contexts. This makes comparisons between studies difficult. Without an overarching classification of IF systems, generating generalizable results is not possible. Therefore, we recommend that when studying IF systems, IF
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should be classified concerning the underlying mechanism (i.e., filtering, delegating,
and (re-)placement) as well as the characteristics of the IF system (e.g., voluntariness,
LOA, triggers, level, and understanding). By utilizing such a classification system, we
can generate generalizable results, helping us to gain a better understanding of users’
cognitive, affective, and behavioral reactions when working with IF systems.
In the following we introduce an exemplary procedure of how to comprehensively
study the effects of IF mechanisms and IF system characteristics across six projects of
the priority program “Intentional Forgetting in Organizations” funded by the German
Research Foundation (DFG SPP 1921). Each project develops IF systems for sociodigital workplaces. The applications developed in the projects utilize different IF mechanism and system characteristics and further focus on different settings. We first give a
brief overview of the exemplary procedure and design of the comparative study, followed by a more detailed introduction of each of the projects. Additionally, we describe
a planned comparative study of the different projects.
Exemplary Procedure and Design of Comparative IF Study. Each project is conducting
experimental applications of IF systems differing in the described IF mechanisms and
system characteristics. Following the initial experiment of each project (lasting between
60-120 mins), participants receive a cover story (vignette). The vignette text describes
the situation of being in a future work environment using the IF system participants
have worked with in the initial experiment. Participants are then asked to complete a
survey and rate their behavioral and affective reactions, their trust in the IF system, as
well as their willingness or intention to use the IF system. Comparing user reactions
between the different IF systems, each implementing different IF mechanisms, allows
for evaluating reactions at different levels of IF system characteristics. In the following,
the six research projects are described concerning the socio-digital application of IF,
the theoretical framework, and the addressed psychological effects.

Table 2. IF mechanisms and applications in project studies.
IF concept and project (1) Project study design
application
(2) System characteristics in comparative
study (vignette design: VO = Voluntariness,
LOA = Level of Autonomy, TR = Trigger, LE
= Level, UN = Understanding)
Filtering:
Semantic
Managed forgetting Desktop. IF by hiding
[17]
and suppressing irrelevant information

Design: Two experimental task sequences (ca.
60min) with an implementation of semantic
desktop, N = 48, student sample
Vignette: VO: Low; LOA: High vs. Medium;
TR: Internal; LE = individual system; UN =
high
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Dare2Del [18]

Filtering.
Cognitive Design: Two experimental task sequences
companion that fades out with new rules/relevant information (ca.
irrelevant information
60min), N = 30, student sample
Vignette VO: Low vs. High; LOA: High; TR:
External; LE = individual system; UN = Low
vs. High

Trustful Forgetting Filtering. Decision Sup[19]
port System (DSS) that
automatically selects information

Design: experimental task manipulating DSS
characteristics (ca. 60min), N = 200, student
sample
Vignette VO: Low vs. High; LOA: High; TR:
External; LE = individual system; UN = Low
vs. High

AdaptPRO [20]

Design: experimental team manipulating IF
through knowledge distribution (specialist vs.
generalist) (ca. 90min), N = 60 teams of three
(one SA, two humans), student sample
Vignette VO: Low; LOA: High vs. Medium;
TR: External; LE = team system; UN = Low
vs. High

Intentional Forgetting, Routines &
Retrieval Cues [21]

Delegating. Cognitive
capacity relief through
delegation of specialist
knowledge to autonomous software agent
(SA) in a team task

(Re-)Placement. Ignor- Design: experimental factory setting with two
ing previous production production phases (each 60min) within 8
rules/routines
days, N = 72, student sample/worker sample
Vignette VO: Low; LOA: Low vs. High; TR:
External; LE = individual and team system;
UN = Low vs. High

Intentional Forget- (Re-)Placement. System Design: experimental setting (60min), student
ting of Everyday provides reminders to sample/worker sample
Work Behavior [22] unlearn undesired habits Vignette VO: Low vs. High; LOA: High vs.
Medium; TR: External; LE = individual system; UN = Low vs. High

3.1

Managed Forgetting. Sustaining Grass-roots Organizational
Memories: Foundations and Methods of Managed Forgetting for
Knowledge Workers [17]

IF system. In this project a personal information management system, called Semantic
Desktop [32], functions as a reliable external memory store. The Semantic Desktop
organizes and integrates all stored information in a semantic network and decides which
information is currently relevant and which is not. The system forgets by hiding and
suppressing irrelevant information. This provides a working environment for assisting
users in focusing on current task demands.
Task Application and Forgetting. In future laboratory experiments, participants use the
Semantic Desktop as their external memory store, while performing the main task (e.g.,
internet research about a particular topic). After a sudden task switch, participants can
either rely on the Semantic Desktop to store progress in the first task or not, affecting
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performance in a secondary task (taxing working-memory capacity; e.g., solving arithmetic problems). Benefits for performing the secondary task occur when users are able
to offload all progress onto the system. In addition to reducing cognitive load, the system only provides the user with task-relevant information when returning to the main
task. Thus, forgetting is triggered internally, assisting the user with the described benefits of forgetting.
Comparative Study. Following the experiment, the participants receive a description of
a scenario (vignette) in which they should imagine using the semantic desktop in future
work environments. The condition of the system characteristic LOA will be varied by
instruction. We assume that the participants show a higher intention of using the system
when they are promised to have control about the filtering process (e.g. being able to
undo single steps of filtering). Furthermore, the IF system is characterized by a high
UN. Participants are well informed about the functions and possibilities of this system
and can therefore better grasp potential benefits of using it. It is assumed that this transparency leads to more trust in the system and again a higher intention of using it.
3.2

Dare2Del. Internal and external IF – Empirical studies and
development of an assist system for IF of digital information [18]

IF system. Dare2Del is a context-sensitive cognitive companion which supports workers in temporarily ignoring, permanently archiving, or deleting outdated information,
enabling them to deliberately control their forgetting in the workplace [33]. Dare2Del
is based on an approach of interactive learning where the system can explain its decisions to the human. Human feedback is acknowledged to adapt the knowledge base of
the system. The cognitive companion is conceptualized as a so-called white-box learning system, which combines classic knowledge-based approaches [34] and machine
learning.
Theoretical Foundation of IF. IF refers to a targeted attempt to limit access to information in memory that is emotionally distressing, unwanted, or irrelevant to task processing, such as an outdated work process or a conflict with one’s supervisor [7]. As
research on intentional forgetting focuses on forgetting memory contents, we extended
this approach to the forgetting of electronically-stored information objects, such as
emails and files in socio-digital systems. IF, with respect to digital objects, refers to
hiding, filing and archiving, or deleting of digital information. It is important to
differentiate actions that serve the implementation of IF (i.e., deleting, archiving, filing,
or hiding) from IF, as the described actions can also take place independently of IF.
Task Application and Forgetting. By combining the directed forgetting paradigm [1]
with the task-change paradigm [35, 36], we examine whether fading out of task-irrelevant information supports individual forgetting with positive consequences for task performance. In the first phase of the experiment, participants have to develop a routine to
proof medication plans for patients according to prescribed rules. After routine development, rules change and participants have to proof the medication plans according to
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new rules. In the main experiment we compare three experimental conditions: IF condition, assisted condition (fading out of irrelevant information), and remember condition. As dependent variables, we measured performance (task performance, rule violations) and recall rates of old and new rules.
Comparative Study. After the experiment, the participants receive a description of a
scenario (vignette) in which they should imagine using the cognitive companion
Dare2Del in future work environments. Dare2Del is described as a system with a high
level of system autonomy which triggers IF externally by fading out irrelevant information. The system characteristics “voluntariness of use“ and „user understanding“ will
be varied by instruction. We assume that participants trust Dare2Del more, and are
more likely to have the intention to use it when they have a choice to use the system
voluntarily. Further, we assume that understanding the underlying system mechanisms
and goals increases user intention.
3.3

Trustful Forgetting: Motivational and emotional influences on
intentional forgetting in organizations [19]

IF system. Storing and processing vast amounts of data, the applied DSS automatically
selects information that is relevant for a concrete decision and exclusively presents this
relevant information to the user.
Theoretical Foundation of IF. In times in which decision-makers have to process growing volumes of information [37], forgetting can be beneficial for both, organizations
[38] and information overloaded employees [39]. Cognitive research has shown that
individuals can forget when directed to do so and that directed forgetting releases resources for additional tasks [40]. We consider DSSs that process and analyze massive
amounts of data [41] as a structural trigger of directed forgetting. The availability of a
DSS enables users to forget the data that is stored in the DSS and thus releases cognitive
resources for further tasks. Trust in the DSS [42, 43] is regarded as a basic requirement
of actual DSS use and successful forgetting.
Task Application and Forgetting. We transfer directed forgetting to more complex business settings in simulated sales planning decisions. With the help of the DSS, individuals have to distribute products of a fictitious bicycle manufacturing and sports company to five fictitious countries of sale. Directed forgetting is operationalized by providing a DSS that permits individuals to forget decision-relevant background information
on prior sales numbers of the fictitious company that needs to be learned before the
decision tasks. Context and DSS characteristics are manipulated as potential moderators of IF (economic dynamics, accountability, and distraction). In addition to several
performance indicators, trust in the DSS, well-being and perceived strain are measured.
First results indicated that the forgetting effects depended on users’ trust in the DSS.
Moreover, the availability of a DSS released mental resources for additional tasks, increased decision makers’ performance and well-being, and decreased their experienced
strain [44].
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Comparative Study. Following the experiment, the participants receive a description of
a scenario (vignette) in which they should imagine using the DSS in future work environments. The condition of understanding will be varied by instruction. We assume
that a deeper understanding will enhance trust in the DSS and, in turn, the intention to
use it. Furthermore, the IF system is characterized by high LOA as it automatically
selects relevant information. It is assumed that high LOA makes understanding an
important factor for trust in the DSS.
3.4

AdaptPRO. Adaptive forgetting by emergent knowledge structures
in socio-digital systems [20]

IF system. This project studies socio-digital teams, consisting of autonomous software
agents (SA) and human team members while working together on a simulation task. In
order to improve efficiency, tasks or complete roles can be delegated to the SA. The
user can thus forget specific knowledge that is related to the delegated task or role. In
the laboratory study, users’ information capacity, strain, and performance are studied
under varying conditions of task complexity, occurring disturbances, and user autonomy.
Theoretical Foundation of IF. IF is defined as an adaptive reorganization process of
knowledge structures to changing environmental demands within the context of teams.
This is based on theories of team cognition [12], arguing that by means of specialization
of individual team members, information storage requirements can be decreased. Thus,
distributed team cognition facilitates IF as well as an extension of memory capacity by
the specialization of knowledge bases.
Task Application and Forgetting. Teams of three take part in a simulated firefighter
task, controlling fire trucks that differ in properties (e.g., fire trucks can only extinguish
specific buildings). Rules differ between teams: Each player has a set of fire trucks that
either has the same properties (specialist team) or different trucks of each property type
(generalist team). One of the team members is a SA, utilizing artificial intelligence for
decisions, actions, and interaction with the other team members. In the simulation, the
agent suggests options for knowledge delegation between the team members. This
study utilizes a highly automated environment, that has a certain degree of voluntariness (users deciding to follow the SA’s recommendations) but low adaptability. Trust,
strain, and user behavior are studied as core dependent variables.
Comparative Study. Following the experiment, the participants receive a description of
a scenario (vignette) in which they are asked to imagine working with autonomous
software agents in a work team. The condition of LOA and understanding will be varied
by instruction. We assume that subjects show a higher degree of system trust and user
intention when the SA's capabilities, working methods, and limitations are transparent.
Furthermore, this IF system is characterized by high LOA as it is not possible to manually change system settings or to correct SA behavior. It is assumed that high levels
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of LOA will result in lower user acceptance compared to IF-systems that allow manual
control and intervention.
3.5

IF, Routines & Retrieval Cues [21]

IF system. In a special purpose setting of a learning factory (Research and Application
Center for Industry 4.0/ RACI), teams have to switch to a new production routine. The
RACI provides a hybrid simulation within which hardware equipment (i.e., transport
systems, manufacturing robots, QR scanners) is enriched with software components.
Theoretical Foundation of IF. The research builds on three assumptions: 1) organizations possess a memory that is comparable to human memory [45] which is found in
transformational processes such as routines [46]. Researchers investigating organizational routines [47, 48] or organizational forgetting [15, 49–51], stress the impact of
routines on organizations’ stability and lack thereof [13, 52]. 2) Organizational routines
are “multi-actor, interlocking, reciprocally-triggered sequences of actions” [53]. 3) Retrieval theories [9, 54, 55] are used to actively support forgetting. The elimination of
retrieval cues enables the weakening of memory items and therefore, forgetting. As a
result the memory items are not activated because the related situational, sensory, or
routine-related cues are not present [3].
Task Application and Forgetting. The teams produce artificial knee joints in the RACI
as they need to be produced at a very high-quality standard by following a predefined
procedure and are unique for each customer. In our experiments, participants visit the
special-purpose factory setting twice, at day 1 and day 8. Day 1 includes the training of
the participants in executing an interdependent multi-actor routine without errors and
in a predefined period of time in a team of two workers. The routine of each worker
includes eight steps, each requiring a maximum of six action elements and a total of 33
memory items that form the routine under investigation. Fifty percent of the routine
needs to be forgotten at day 8.[56]. First results show that not all elements of a routine
are forgotten at the same speed. Additionally, IF of routines depends on the characteristics of the steps changed in the sequences of the new routine compared to the old
routine.
Comparative Study. Following the experiment, the participants receive a description of
a scenario (vignette) in which they should imagine working in the production setting of
the factory. The condition of the system characteristic LOA will be varied by instruction. We assume that variations of the explanation of the routine change and the presence of cues supporting this change affect high or low levels of LOA and understanding. It is assumed that an adequate explanation and precise cues enhance perceived
benefit of and trust in the system. Working under this condition will be less stressful
and more satisfying than working with an inadequate explanation and missing cues.
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3.6

iVAA. IF of everyday work behavior: Assessment, formalization,
and integration into interactive systems [22]

IF system. Habit change will be supported by a persuasive system that provides reminders (i.e., external triggers) and alerts the user of showing (or not showing) specific undesirable behaviors [57]. The system will be embedded in work situations, mainly in
office contexts.
Theoretical Foundation of IF. The project addresses habits at work and mainly focuses
on behavioral habits. It builds on the more general literature on habits [58, 59] and
extends the insights from this research to workplace habits. Often, workplace habits are
related to specific tasks, but may also occur independently from the execution of such
tasks. Within this theoretical context, IF is the deliberate replacement of undesirable
habits by alternative types of behavior. To achieve habit change in work settings, theoretical approaches that have been shown to be beneficial for habit change, in general,
are considered, specifically the approach of using implementation intentions [60, 61]
and the approach of vigilant monitoring [62].
Task Application and Forgetting. The application will allow for adaptation to various
task settings. Because cues (i.e., triggers) play a crucial role in habitual behavior [63],
users will be invited to identify the specific external (i.e., environmental) or internal
(i.e., cognitive or emotional) cues that usually trigger their specific habits. Users will
be encouraged to personalize the persuasive system so that it provides additional triggers that remind to respond differently to the already established external or internal
cues. The focus will be on individual processes, although taking into account that habit
replacement might be influenced by team and organizational factors.
Comparative Study. After having identified habit cues, the participants receive a description of a scenario (vignette) in which they should imagine using the persuasive
system in a future work setting. Various aspects of the system could be manipulated. If
particular interest will be the question when participants anticipate using the system
(intention of system use) and if they expect that using the system will reduce stress
experiences and will increase individual effectiveness and performance.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

Psychological concepts of IF originate from different disciplines of psychology [62].
In addition to the individual concepts of IF, which originate primarily from cognitive
psychology, approaches of team research and organizational psychology complement
the understanding of IF. Categorized by the mechanisms of filtering, delegating and
(re-)placement we have presented theory-driven application systems that make forgetting applicable in socio-digital workplaces. The systems aim to use forgetting mechanisms to make information quantities manageable, to replace old rules with new ones,
or to expand cognitive capacities. Finally, three perspectives are highlighted for guiding
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future research to gain a deeper understanding of user experience and behavior when
interacting with IF systems.
Perspective 1: Cognitive Capacity and Forgetting. We propose that the implementation
of individual, team, and organizational IF mechanisms in socio-digital systems can increase information processing capacity and performance of the whole systems. Future
research should address the long-term effects of IF systems on vigilance, problemsolving, and fault management. Current research in pre-defined and controlled settings
can give insights into specific IF mechanisms. The application, however, takes place in
a complex and dynamic interdependent system in which numerous influences of the
person, the task, and the environment have to be considered.
Perspective 2: Understanding IF systems. Understanding and knowledge about the IF
system can affect system trust and users’ affective reactions. Research shows that transparency is a crucial factor in order to develop trust when interacting with other people
or systems at work [64]. IF systems integrate new and often highly complex IF mechanisms into users work environments. It is therefore essential to understand the benefits
as well as the costs of teaching users about the underlying IF mechanisms and how this
understanding impacts user reactions. It is known from team research on transactive
knowledge systems that meta-knowledge about the skills and limitations of team partners is an important factor for faith in one's abilities within the system, as well as for
trust in the system [64]. Creating meta-knowledge about the IF system as a “digital
teammate”, is therefore, a further field of research.
Perspective 3: Task Type, Autonomy, and Adaptability. The IF applications represent
automation within specific tasks, for example, the selection of information on the
monitor, the support of decisions, the delegation of roles in task execution, or the automated reminder of action routines. Based on the findings of automation research,
three system-related characteristics must be taken into account when developing and
investigating IF systems. These characteristics influence very different variables of
performance and user reaction [26, 28]. (1) The LOA and its effects on performance
and reactions. Depending on the application, the user is given more or less control
over the execution of the action. (2) The degree of adaptability of the IF system must
be identified. As in many automated applications, the question arises whether users
can change the degree of automation in certain situations, even to the point of switching off the IF system. (3) The types of tasks in which the automated IF systems are
used. For example, Endsley and Jones [65] differentiate “monitoring and information
presentation”, “option generation”, “decision making/action selection”, and “implementation of action”. Thus, future research should investigate how LOA, adaptability,
and task type affect the acceptance and performance of users in IF systems.
In conclusion, research and application of IF in socio-digital work systems depend
on interdisciplinary cooperation and comparative research studies across projects. In
addition to the field of cognitive psychology, insights from team research and organizational psychology provide important impulses for research on IF. The implementa-
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tion of IF in digital systems also requires contributions from Human-Automation Research and Human Factors. Finally, close cooperation between psychology and the implementing informatics is necessary in order to implement IF in future work systems
successfully.
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